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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Align a 3D laser scan with actual survey control points
Import a 3D laser scan into Civil 3D and other Autodesk products
Create a Civil 3D surface from scan data, and calculate volumes
Visualize 3D laser scan data in Infraworks and Navisworks

Description
Do you need to show detailed site conditions or verify site grading? Learn how you can capture
reality with a 3D laser scan, and align the data with actual survey control points, as well as use
the point cloud as a source for further exploration, validation, and analysis in AutoCAD Civil 3D
software and beyond. Georeferenced reality captures (point clouds) can be brought in AutoCAD
Civil 3D software to not only visualize existing conditions, but to create surfaces of existing
conditions. Imagine being able to verify the volume of a newly constructed detention pond down
to a few cubic yards—not just from some random blob of points, but from data that fits into your
construction documentation exactly. Going beyond the math, these you can use georeferenced
point clouds in Navisworks software and InfraWorks software to visualize what was, what is, and
what could be.

Your AU Expert(s)
Dave began his search for CAD enlightenment in the civil engineering world about 25 years
ago, holding the dumb end of a steel tape on a survey crew and drawing up mortgage surveys.
After running a survey crew, he switched over to a CAD manager position and then to IT
manager, then started working with an Autodesk reseller about ten years ago. His computer
science degree and IT background have helped him along the way with customizing and
implementing unique solutions for over a dozen years.
Although his family still doesn’t know how to explain what he does, Dave has been working at
Repro Products (an Autodesk reseller) as a Civil Application Engineer and Autodesk Certified
Instructor to help companies with their Autodesk implementation and training needs.

Terrestrial laser scanning is playing an ever-growing part in the Architecture – Engineering Construction (AEC) industry. What started with large, very expensive equipment has now been
condensed down to equipment the size of a breadbox and at a price point more companies can
afford. Learning how to use the wealth of information provided with a laser scan is paramount.
Terrestrial laser scanning is not appropriate for all job types. It is important to know when to use
it, but also realize when the job just gets too big for terrestrial laser scanning. Site features with
elevation are an ideal candidate for laser scanning. This includes things like buildings,
detention ponds, piles of dirt, and ditches/creeks/berms. Flat sites, such as an open areas, can
be scanned given enough time, but the rate of scan is estimated at less than 2 acres per day.
In this class, we will concentrate mainly on the civil/site plan side of the laser scan, but some of
the techniques learn here will apply to the architecture side of the equation as well.

Traditional methods for capturing site data
Using traditional surveying equipment, even a
reflectorless robotic total station, is time consuming. To
capture topo for even a simple open field involves layout
of a grid pattern on the ground and then capturing not
only the grid points, but all the other features in the area,
such as ditches, berms, curbs, sidewalks, etc. This
requires a single shot for every feature point.
This is not to say that there are not advantages to the
traditional method. Survey equipment can be more
precise, generally have a longer range, and is much
faster to traverse long distances.
Pros:
•
•

Accurate, survey grade positioning across entire job site
Can move between disparate locations on the job site with a simple traverse.

Cons:
•
•
•
•

Low level of detail (only captures the points you select)
Limited output: PNEZD coordinate file
No overall/comprehensive color or photographic record
Slow – One point at a time

Capturing site information with terrestrial laser scanning
With terrestrial laser scanning, the amount of data captured is
enormous, and the rate of capture is measured in millions of
points per minute. Still using the example of surveying an
open field, rather than gathering points on a 25’ grid, the
distance between points is measured in inches even at the
limits of the scanner (and much tighter the closer you get to the
scanner). The scan will pick up details not readily apparent to
the naked eye, such as a dry, shallow drainage channel.
In addition to ground data, a laser scan will also capture
anything that can be seen in the range of the scanner, such as
buildings, above-ground utilities, trees, headwalls, etc.
Pros:
•
•
•

High level of detail
Fast capture of large areas
Color capture with photographic record.

Cons:
•
•

Long time to “traverse” between disparate locations on a job site
Assumed coordinates or prosumer* grade GPS positioning

*Prosumer: accuracy level somewhere between your cell phone and an expensive RTK GPS setup.

A few notes on laser scanning
A single laser scan will capture everything visible within the range of the scanner, but it is limited
to line of site. This means there will be shadows behind structures, power poles, utility boxes,
etc. where no data is captured. In order to completely capture a site (or the interior of a
building), a series of overlapping scans are necessary to ensure coverage. The series of
scans in or around a building can be stitched together with targetless registration, meaning that
the software that comes with the scanner or even ReCap can examine the point clouds and
determine where the individual scan fit together.
However, the use of spherical or checkerboard targets makes this
process much more precise, and is about the only way to capture a
series of scans in an featureless environment.

If the scanner can see a cluster of three or more targets between to
scans, the software will use these target to triangulate positions.
These targets can also be used to make a closed loop around or
through a site or building. This will ensure greater accuracy of the
scan in the same way a closed loop traverse surpasses an openended survey in accuracy.

When scanning a featureless site, the use of targets is necessary to determine correspondence
between scan positions. In order to use targets, whether spherical or checkerboard, a minimum
number of scan points are required on each target in order for the software to recognize them.
Since the density of points is inversely proportional to the distance from the scanner (farther
away means less points), the distance between scan positions is limited.
While the scanner may be able to capture data a thousand feet away, the practical limit for
target recognition is much smaller. Low resolution scans have a larger distance between
captured points, but this is desirable when what you are capturing is close, such as in the
interior of a building. A higher resolution scan results in a higher density of points at the same
distance. Without going into all the math, most registration software would like to have 80+
scan points on a target for proper identification. This means that if the targets are farther away
from the scanner, they need to be scanned at a higher resolution to obtain this density.
It then becomes a balancing act between time, distance, and what you want to capture. Higher
resolution scans take longer. Low resolution scans without color capture can be done in just a
few minutes, but are limited to about 40’ between scan positions. Bumping up the resolution
may allow you to move up to 200’ between scan positions, but each scan might take half an
hour.
If there is no need to capture data other than the target spheres, a long scanner traverse
between distinct, separate locations becomes impractical. Suppose you have two detention
ponds (or even buildings) on opposite sides of a site, with no need to capture anything other
than those features. Moving between locations with just a laser scanner could take half a day or
more.

Accurate scanner positioning
Typically, a laser scanner works off of assumed coordinates, much the same way you would
start a tradition survey without any control points. The individual scan are then placed in
relation to each other either with targets or by cloud-to-cloud registration.
There are several methods of determining the position of the scanner.
You could use a surveyors tripod and a tribrach mount with plummet and set it up over a known
point, but you would still need to measure the height of the instrument (in addition to carrying
around a heavy tripod).
Today, most laser scanners have GPS capability, but this comes with a different set of
limitations depending on the scanner. The Faro Focus has an internal GPS system, but this is
not survey grade. The Leica ScanStation has the option to attach a GPS antenna directly to the
scanner, but this limits the field of vision above the scanner. Neither method works indoors or
under heavy cover.
What if you could combine the speed and accuracy of a laser scan with the long range traverse
capabilities of traditional survey equipment (either total station or GPS)?

Combining the best of both worlds
If the site being scanned contains discreet, separate capture areas, then combining
both traditional survey control points with laser scans might be the best option.
In the example shown to the right, there are three sepearate detention ponds to
be scanned, but they are too far apart to effective traverse between using a
laser scanner alone. By using a total station to set “control clusters” in or
near each pond, the need for a scanner traverse is eliminated.
So what is a “control cluster”? A set of at least three control
points set in close proximity, typically between 5 and 25 feet
apart. The laser scan will use these three (or more) points to
determine location, elevation, and orientation to the real world.
When setting control, whether single points or a cluster, there is the option of using either a
local, site specific coordinate system (assumed coordinates) or using a known coordinate sytem
such as NAD83 state plane. The choice is yours, but a known coordinate system allows for
more flexibility later on, such as using the point clould in Infraworks. In the case of the ponds
shown here, assumed coordinates were used as this was used solely for grading verfication.
The process we use for control clusters is to drive
wooden stakes into the ground where possible.
These stakes are then topped with a metal washer
the exact size of the recess in the bottom of our
target spheres. These stakes are set as level as
possible. Where wooden states are not possible,
such as in a hardscape or urban environment, the
same metal washers are set on concrete with a
screw or nail.
After the stakes with washers are set, they are then
surveyed using traditional survey methods.

Using scanner control points
So how are these new control points used? Very much
the same was as a traditional backsight would be used.
A target sphere is placed on top of the washer on top of
the stake.
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Since the target spheres have a known distance from the base to the center of the sphere, this
distance is added to the elevation of the control point much the same a setting prism height on a
backsight. When scanned, the centers of the spheres will have a known location and elevation.
Alternatively, checkerboard targets could be used in place of target spheres in a more urban
setting. Rather than setting points on the ground, paper checkerboard target clusters could be
attached to buildings. The center of the checkerboard target would then be surveyed.

So here is the process so far: First, set “control clusters” for each discreet feature (building,
pond, pile of dirt, etc.) to be scanned using traditional survey methods. You don’t need a control
cluster for each scanner setup, just one for each site location (or possibly at each end of a linear
scan job). Next, scan what you want, making sure to capture the target spheres or
checkerboards.

Since there are multiple software titles for processing raw scan data, each with their own
methods, this section is left intentionally vague as to the steps involved.

Transforming the point cloud to survey control points
After the site data has been captured with a laser scanning, it’s time to go back to the office and
process the scan data.
Each scan cluster should be registered independently within the processing software before
transforming to a georeferenced coordinate system.
Faro Scene, Trimble Realworks, and Leica Cyclone (just to name a few) all have the ability to
import survey data as “references” to which they can align the point cloud.
The input file is usually a simple CSV file of only the surveyed targets in some form NEZD
format, depending on which software you are using. The elevation should be the calculated
elevation of the target sphere, which includes the surveyed elevation of the control point plus
the offset to the center of the sphere. The description will be the “name” of the target, which
matches the name of the target in the laser scan. If the scanned targets (spheres or
checkerboards) are named the same as the surveyed points, the software should move the
point clouds to the correct geolocation when the scans are registered.
In this example, a site coordinate system with an assumed (5000,5000,1000) origin was used,
as it was not necessary to place in a state plane system. This was sufficient to tie together
three separea areas to be scanned.

Convert the point cloud to a ReCAP format
While it is true that Civil 3D can
create a point cloud from a long list
of file types, it is much easier to
use a ReCap format instead. By
first converting the point cloud to a
ReCap format, it can be read by
not only Civil 3D, but by almost all
other Autodesk software (Revit,
NavisWorks, Infraworks, and even
Inventor). This will allow you to
use the same source data in
multiple design packages without
having to recreate the point cloud
every time.

After you have finished registering and cleaning up the raw scan data in the point cloud
processing software of your choice, export the completed project in a native format. This will
ensure that you have a clean final copy of the point cloud data that has been properly registerd.
The point cloud processing software may allow you to export directly to a ReCap format, but no.
Start a new project in ReCap and give it a name.

Select the processed laser scan files you exported from
your cloud processing software. This could range from
just a few files to several hundred, depending on the
scope of the project. If the project includes both interior
and exterior scans, it’s best to process these in
separate clusters so that you can load only the
necessary data. You don’t need the interior of a
building when creating a surface in Civil 3D.

After selecting the files to be
included in the ReCap Scan
Project, ReCap will present you
with a screen for Scan Settings.
If you cleaned up the scan data
in your point cloud processing
software, there should be no
need to worry about the
settings on the Filtering tab in
ReCap. Instead, click on the
Advanced tab.

In the Advanced tab of the Scan Settings is where you will set the coordinate system of your
point cloud project.
If you are use a local, site based coordinate system then simply leave the two coordinate
system boxes blank. This will result in a point cloud that is not referenced to a state plane
coordinate system, but should match up with your designs and construction documents.
However, if your survey data was done with
in state plane coordinates and you wish for
your point cloud to be georeferenced in
other programs, you will need to specify the
coordinate system in both the Current and
Target boxes. In this case, GA83-WF was
selected.

After specifying (or not) the coordinate system, it’s time to proceed. Click on
Click on

.

If you have more than one scan in the project, you will be
prompted with three options:
Auto register scans, manual registration, and skip registration.
Since these scans have already been registered in Cyclone,
Scene, or the point clould processing software of your choice,
we can go ahead and skip the registration process.

.

Recap will begin to load the scans.

This may take a while depending on the number of scan you have in the project.
When ReCap is ready, you can

.

ReCap stores the data in meters, so even though you may have specified the “Feet” version of
a state plane coordinate system, the coordinates and measurements displayed by ReCap will
still be in meters.

You can change this display to different
units by clicking on

and then

ReCap still stores everything in meters, but will display in feet.

Save your ReCap project, and you are now ready to use the point cloud in other Autodesk
software.

A word of CAUTION
Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, we have discovered a ghost in the machine.
No matter what settings are used in ReCap for the current or target coordinate system, either
during import or before saving the project, we were unable to get the point clouds to import into
AutoCAD based programs correctly. Since the ReCap data is in Meters, it wants to import into
Civil 3D in meters.
The georeferenced point clouds will import correctly into NavisWorks and InfraWorks, however.
As usual, there is a work-around: do not specify a coordinate system on import.
This is not as bad as it sounds. It only means that the RCP files will not be automatically
georeferenced upon import.
In AutoCAD based programs, it will ask for the insertion point when attaching a point cloud.
Simply specify (0,0) for the insertion point, scale of 1 and rotation angle of 0. This is the same
thing you would do for an external reference (XREF) file.
When attaching a point cloud to Infraworks, it will need to be configured. Simply specify the
correct coordinate system during configuration, then close and refresh.

Attaching a point cloud to Civil 3D
Point clouds are attached same way you would attach an XREF.

Insertion: 0,0,0
Scale:
1
Rotation: 0

Or you can simply drag and drop the RCP onto the drawing area.
If the RCP file has a coordinate system assigned, the “Use graphic location” checkbox will be
enabled and there is no need to specify insertion options.

Creating a Civil 3D surface from a ReCap point cloud
With the past few releases of Civil 3D, creating a surface from a point cloud has been Wizard
driven, making the process very easy.

Command: AeccSurfaceFromPointCloud
There are two ways to start this Wizard.
•

From the Home tab
Surfaces, select “Create
Surface from Point Cloud”.

•

Select the point cloud, and
then “Create Surface from
Point Cloud from the
contextual ribbon tab.

In the Wizard, the “General” tab should be self-explanatory: name your surface and pick a style.

There is one quirk here, in that you cannot easily include a space in the surface name.
Give it a try sometime. Try typing “Existing Ground” with a space. Every time you hit the space
bar it will relocate the cursor to the start of the text box.

Once again, there is a work-around. Try typing “Existing_Ground”, which it will accept.

Then, select the underscore symbol and press the space bar. For some reason, this works.

Click on Next to access the Point Cloud Selection tab

There are a few things to note in here.
•
•

It will want to create a surface from the entire point cloud (which may not be desirable).
Distance between points will be set very small

If you do not wish to include the entire point cloud area in the new surface, you will need to
select the desired area.
Start by removing the entire point cloud.

Next, click on “Add a selected area of a point cloud”.

Pay attention to the command lineL

Either select a polyLine or draw a polyGon shape to select the area you want in the surface.

You should now see a smaller number of points selected.

Now for the important part, which is also the most cryptic: Distance Between Points.

When Civil 3D first looks at the point cloud data, it determines the minimum distance between
all of the scanned data points, which is displays as the “Distance Between Points”.
When it creates a surface from the point cloud, it will create a surface with all of the data points.
This will take forever, and result in a really ginormous surface with a bazillion short TIN lines.
Instead, think of what you need this surface for, what level of accuracy is necessary. Do you
really need to model every pebble and blade of grass?
Try experimenting with larger values for Distance Between Points. The table below shows the
results of various values for Distance Between Points. Notice the direct correlation between the
value and the average TIN length, as well as the amount of processing time required.
Also consider file size. A surface created using a value of 0.10’ results in a DWG file size of 220
Mb, and an associated external surface MMS file of 340 Mb, for a total of over half a gigabyte
for one surface.
Distance
Between Points

Total Number
of Points

Processing
Time

Average
TIN length

0.0153

59,850,254

3:45:00 est

0.10

7,773,134

00:28:20

0.115

0.25

1,733,948

00:06:23

0.242

0.50

480,547

00:01:33

0.478

1.00

129,645

00:00:30

0.942

The surfaces resulting from larger settings for Distance Between Points also look more natural.

Distance = 0.10

Distance = 1.00

After setting the appropriate distance between points, move on the the last tab of the Wizard,
“Non-Ground Point Filtering”. This is where you will specify whether or not Civil 3D should filter
out points that don’t look like they belong on the ground, such as buildings, fire hydrants, trees,
cars, etc.
There is really only one viable option on this tab, the “Kriging Interpolation”.

It involves a lot of math
so if you really want to know what’s going on, do a
Google search for “An Improved Morphological Algorithm for Filtering Airborne LiDAR Point
Cloud Based on Multi-Level Kriging Interpolation”.
The whole filtering thing can be summed up in three pictograms:
\

No Filter

Lastly, click on

Planar Average

Kriging Interpolation

.

Civil 3D will begin to process your point cloud into a surface in the backgroundL

You can continue to work on other things while it’s
processing, and Civil 3D will finally tell you when it’s
finished.

The Results Are In

After the surface has been created from the point cloud, you might still want to go through the
normal tweaking process for a surface, such as adding a boundary, exluding elevations, limiting
TIN line length, and/or deleting TIN lines.

Performance Issues with Surfaces from Point Clouds
Since surfaces created from point clouds have many, many data points and TIN lines, be careful
in what style is applied.
Surface Styles that display pretty much anything other than the contour lines will be bog down
your display. This is compounded when an object is highlighted, either by rolling over it with the
cursor or by selecting the object. Accidentaly selecting a surface could result in a 2 minute
pause while your computer tries to highlight 80,000 TIN lines.

Display the Point Cloud
Now that your point cloud has been imported into Civil 3D and a
surface has been created from it, you can start the analysis process.
The first thing you will notice is that the point cloud is probably
obscuring the surface. This is because the contour lines and cloud
points are intermingled at or near the same elevations. Using the
draw order to bring the surface to the front or the clould to the back
won’t help much.
You will be better off changing the settings for the point cloud itself.
Start by selecting the point cloud, which will bring up the Point Cloud contextual ribbon tab.

Try changing the Point Size first, but this will not have much impact
if it is a dense point cloud.
The Level of Detail controls how many of the points are displayed.
Try lowering this number to about 7-8, depending on your point
cloud.
The image to the right has a Level of Detail set to 7 and point size of
2, while the image above is 10 and 3.
Yet another option is to change the
transparency of the point cloud. In
the visualization panel of the point
cloud contextual ribbon, move the
transparency slider to the right to
about 75%. This will allow the
surface contours to show through
the point cloud.
Two more options are available if you do
not wish to see the point clould at all.
•

Unload or detatch the point cloud
reference through the XREF
Manager.

•

Turn off the point cloud through
the Point Cloud Manager.

The Point Cloud Manager also allows you turn turn off individual scans within a point cloud.

Analysis of the Point Cloud
While Civil 3D has some very powerful analysis tools for
Surfaces, AutoCAD has a few useful tools for analyzing the
point cloud itself.
In the visualization panel of the point cloud contextual ribbon
is the control for stylization of the Point Clo ud. The default
setting is set to use the color present in the scan, but another
very useful stylization is the Elevation.
After setting the stylization to Elevation, experiment with the
various color schemes until you find one that meets your
needs
By clicking on the
button, you can access to
some pretty interesting capabilities. For example, you want to show parts of a pond with
elevation shading only for the water levels. In this case, you know that the bottom of the pond is
at elevation 832, and the water level tops out at 850, and you want to show 2’ intervals in this
range.
In the Point Cloud Color Map, make the following changes in this order
•

Select a color scheme

•

Set the number of color base on
the elevation range you need. In
this case (850-832)/2 = 9.

•

Uncheck “Apply to extents”

•

Enter the Minimum Elevation

•

Enter the Interval Height

•

Verify the Maximum Elevation is
correct.

•

Choose how you wish to display
points that are out of range

•

Click Apply. Make changes if
necessary, then click OK.

In this example, we can now see the available storage area in the
point scan.

Analysis of the Civil 3D surface
There are many ways to analyze a surface in
Civil 3D through the surface properties. Since
this class is about georeferenced point clouds
and using them to create a surface, you can
make use of the many resources available
through AU, the Knowledge Network and
vaious web sites to determine what works best
for your situation.

Calculations using the Civil 3D surface
There are several different techniques you can use to calculate volumes in Civil 3D, the two
most prominent are Staged Storage and TIN Volume Surfaces.

Since a point cloud may contain data far outside of the storage area of a pond, it might be
advisable to add a boundary to your surface before beginning the Staged Storage procedure.
Here are a few thoughts on how to help add this boundary.
Use water drops, spot elevations, and/or elevation analysis
on the surface to determine the maximum elevation of the
storage area.

Extract the top elevation contour line from the surface.
Use the WEEDFEATURES command to simplify the polyline

Add this weeded polyline as an outer boundary to the surface definition.

Now you should be ready for either Stage Storge or a TIN Volume Surface.

Georeferenced Point Clouds in Infraworks
Before we get started on how to insert Point Clouds into Infraworks, there is one thing you
should be aware of: large point clouds will reduce Infraworks to a crawl.
Infraworks handles GIS type data brilliantly, but this data is limited in scope to points
(representing fire hydrants and power poles), lines (for roads and railways), and polygons
(coverage areas). It doesn’t handle large point clouds so well.

Attaching a point cloud to Infraworks
Once you have an Infrawork model started, you can attach
a point cloud by navigating to the Data Sources pane and
clicking on Attach
Point Cloud, and then selecting the
RCP file you wish to attach.
Conversely, from Windows Explorer, you could simply
drag and drop the RCP file onto your model.
Either way, the point cloud will be linked to your model, but
not yet imported.

Configuring a Point Cloud in Infraworks
There are three ways a point cloud can be configured before it is brought into Infraworks.

Georeferenced with assigned coordinate system
If the point cloud is on state plane coordinates, and it has a coordinate system assigned to it,
the point cloud should drop into Infraworks correctly with little interaction. After it is attached
and loaded, Infraworks will bring up the Data Source Configuration page with everything already
preset. It reads the coordinate system from the point cloud. All you have to do is hit “Close &
Refresh”

Georeferenced without coordinate system
It is possible to have a point cloud that is located at the correct coordinates in a state plane
coordinate system, but yet not have a coordinate system assigned to it. At the time this
document was written, this appears to be the preferred method of inserting a georeferenced
point cloud into Civil 3D and AutoCAD.
After you attach the point cloud to Infraworks, it will bring up the Data Source Configuration
page as expected, but the point cloud will not have a coordinate system assigned to it yet.
Since the ReCap file was in meters, InfraWorks has selected the arbitrary XY-Meters system.
You can either type in the correct coordinate system code or click the globe icon to select one
from the list. Click on “Close & Refresh”.

Assumed coordinate system
If you are working with a local, site specific coordinate system, such as an assumed
(5000,5000), or if no coordinate transformation have been made to the point cloud, then you
have a bit more work to do. The point cloud will need to be manually positioned on your model.
In this case, leave the coordinate system alone after InfraWorks bring tup the Data Source
Configuration page. If no coordinate system is assigned, the button
will be enabled. Click it.
Double-click on the model somewhere near where you think the scan should be. Infraworks will
take you back to the Data Sources Confguration page, where you will press “Close & Refresh”.

Infraworks will place the point cloud on the surface
where you double clicked. This will place the 0,0,0
coordinate value of the cloud on the surface. If your
cloud does not have local elevations assigned, it
should be very close to the surface. However, if it
does use local elevations (which is quite possible since
most laser scanners have altimeters), you may find the
point cloud floating up in the air a quarter mile away. It
will need a bit of fine tuning to look right.

Select the point cloud, which will bring up the move, rotate, and scale grips.

Using the axis, plane and rotational grips,
position the point cloud where it needs to
be. This is a completely manual process,
since the point cloud uses an arbitrary
coordinate system.

Discrepencies between a georeferenced point cloud and Infraworks terrain
Even if you point cloud has a coordinate system assigned to it, there is a very high probability
that your point cloud will be 20’ lower or higher than it needs to be.
If you used the Infraworks Model Builder
to start your model, the terrain data it
uses isn’t that accurate. Remember,
Infraworks is intended for conceptual
work, and the terrain data it gathers is
from the USGS, which is accurate to
about plus or minus 20 feet and 20 years
out of date.
You can always select the point cloud
and use the Z-Axis grip to move it up or
down so it appears mostly correct. Keep
in mind that you are trying to overlay
surveyed data on top of the USGS data,
so it won’t always fit.

Attaching a point cloud in Navisworks
Navisworks is quite adept at reading most types of CAD files, and point clouds are no exception.
Sometimes it is nice to bring together a Revit model, a Civil 3D site plan, and a point cloud for
visualzation and/or clash detection.
In Navisworks, the Append button is used to attach all
file types, including the Recap RCP files.
Simply change the File Type to either Autodesk Recap
(*.rcs, *.rcp) or All Files (*.*) and go locate your cloud.
The point cloud will be located using the coordinate values contained within the point cloud.
Since Navisworks doesn’t really understand coordintate system, there will be no automatic
transformations. This means that if the point clould is in state planes coordinates, whether or
not it actaully has a coordinate system assigned, it will display at that location.
This does not present a problem if all of your work uses the same coordinates. Point Clouds will
drop in on top of a Civil 3D drawing without issue.

Just like in Infraworks, a point cloud without georeferenced
coordinate values will need to be positioned correctly.
There are three ways to reposition an item in Navisworks.
Units and Transform – This is like changing the
insertion point of a block in AutoCAD, but you
need to know the coordinates to move it to.
Override Transform – Temporary relocation of the item, but
also based on relative movement from the insertion point.

You can also graphically move/rotate/scale the item
using Gizmos. Select the item and then go to the
contextual Item Tools tab and selct a transform option.
This is not a temporary change like an Override
Transform, and in fact changes the insertion point of
the object. Use these tools to reposition a point cloud (or any object) with an arbitrary
coordinate system.

Point Clouds in Revit (and more Naviswork again)
Using a georeferenced point cloud with Revit isn’t very straigtforward.
Since Revit doesn’t play well with large coordinates values, all Revit projects have a project
origin in or near the structure being modeled. When you bring a georeferenced point cloud into
Revit, or a Revit model into Navisworks, it will probably be hundered of miles away from any
survey data, Civil 3D projects, and point clouds. In fact, Revit will give you all sorts of warnings,
saying that what you want to do is a bad idea.
Lucky for you, Autodesk developed the Shared Reference Point tool for Civil 3D and Revit.
This tool requires both Civil 3D and Revit, but both of those products are included in the
Infrastructure Design Suite (not standard) and the new Autodesk Architecture, Engineering &
Construction Industry Collection.
Here is a brief rundown of what you want to do to make this less painful.

1. In Revit
a. Create (or obtain) a Revit model of a building
b. Extract the floor plan as a DWG
2. Switch to Civil 3D
a. Insert the floor plan into Civil 3D and position it correctly (including finished floor
elevation).
b. Execute the “Export Shared Reference Point for Autodesk Revit” subscription
extension and select the floor plan origin point from the floor plan block
3. Back to Revit
a. Execute the “Import Shared Coordinates from XML file” command.
b. Select the Revit origin point and direction, and then select the XML file from C3D.
c. Set the site location
i. Manage

Location

Site Tab

ii. Select the new site imported from C3D and make it current.
You can now import georeferenced point clouds into Revit, and append Revit models correctly
to Navisworks.
This process will be explained in better details on the following pages.

Georeferencing a Revit model
We start the georeferencing process with a floor plan from the Revit model. It’s best to start
with the foundation plan or first floor plan, whichever is more appropriate. We basically want to
extract the building footprint.

Create a building floor plan from Revit
1. Open the Revit model and make note of the
appropriate floor plan name
2. Export the floor plan as a DWG
a. Click on the
b. Export

CAD Formats

DWG

c. Check the approprite view(s) to export
d. Click Next
e. Select a save location and name

Locate the floor plan in Civil 3D
1. Open a site plan drawing in Civil 3D
2. Insert the floor plan drawing exported from Civil 3D and
position it correctly
3.
From the Toolspace Toolbox, execute Export
Shared Reference Pont for Autodesk Revit
a.

Select the origin point

b.

Select a point on the Y-axis of the floor plan

c.
feet

Select the DWG units, most likely this will be set to

d.

Save the XML file somewhere

This process will define both the location and orientation of
the Revit model.

Import and set the shared coordinates in Revit
1. Back in Revit, import the shared coordinates file
a. From the Add-Ins tab, select “Import Shared Coordinates from XML file”
b. Select the origin point in the Revit model to align to. This will be the same corner
of the building that you selected from the floor plan in Civil 3D.
c. Select a Point on the +Y(Up) Direction to align to. This sets the orientation.
d. Locate and open the XML file exported from C3d in the previous section
e. Click “Yes” to create (or overwrite) the shared coordinates

2. Set the site location
a. From the Manage tab, Project
Location panel, select Location
b. In the Location Weater and Site
dialog box, switch to the Site tab
c. Select the newly imported site
defined in project
d. Click on Make Current
e. Click on OK
3. Save the Revit model

Import a Point Cloud into Revit
Now that a project site has been set with georefreenced coordinates, we can successfully bring
a georeferenced point cloud into Revit.
To inser the point cloud, go to the Insert tab on the ribbon and select Point Cloud. In the file
dialog box, select the point could to be inserted. Make sure that Positioning is set to “Auto – By
Shared Coordinates”

Because we now have these shared
coordinates, the Revit model can be brount
into Navisworks either by appending the
RVT file directly in Navisworks, or by
exporting a NWC file from within Revit.
Navisworks will read the new shared
coordinate system in the Revit file and
position the model appropriately.

Shared Reference Point tool for Civil 3D and Revit
The Shared Reference Point tools for Civil 3D and Revit are available only through subscription,
and can be quite troublesome to locate.
They do not show up on the Autodesk Desktop App, nor can the be found on the Autodesk
website.

You must instead download
them from your Autodesk
Accounts page at
accounts.autodesk.com.
After loggin in to your Autodesk
Accounts page, click on the
Management tab at the top.
Then, click on Product
Enhancements on the left.
This will open a new page.

This new page will give you every product enhancement and update for every product you have
under subscription, which could be quite an extensive list to scroll through.
Searching this first list of enhancements and updates is still not enough to location the Shared
Reference Point tools.
Instead, you need to locate the “Productivity Tools for Civil 3D YYYY”. If you have an extensive
list to searh through, it might be beneficial to use the Find functionality of your web browser.
Simply press CTRL-F, and type “productivity tools for”. Use the arrows in the search tool to
scroll through the results until you find “Productivity Tools for Civil 3D YYYY”. Follow that link.
Now locate and download two tools:
•

Global – Autodesk® Shared Reference Point installer for Civil 3D 64-bit - English

•

Global – Autodesk® Shared Reference Point installer for Revit 64-bit - English

After these files are downloaded, then still need to be installed individually.
Double click each of the downloaded installers and follow the prompts.

